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Demystifying the LDAP Directory Information Tree (DIT)

Migrating from a legacy Solaris™ Operating Environment (Solaris OE) naming service, like NIS, to an LDAP based one requires moving your naming service data from a Solaris OE file-system to an LDAP Directory Information Tree (DIT). Understanding how data is stored in the DIT is key to a successful migration. Before you can map out how your data will be stored in the DIT, you need to understand some basic LDAP terms and concepts.

Both LDAP directories and file-systems, like UNIX® UFS, have a well-defined structure for placing data in them. While both store data in a tree structure, they have differences between them that significantly affect how and where you store data. Some of these differences are subtle but can cause confusion about how to organize your data if they are not well understood. This confusion has led to configuration problems encountered while setting up directory servers to support native LDAP in the Solaris OE.

Since all readers have some experience interacting with file-systems, this article draws an analogy to them that explains how the LDAP DIT is defined in general and how to correctly place data into it. This article presents examples that represent actual steps performed during configuration of a Netscape™ Directory Server (Netscape DS) to support Solaris OE native LDAP. In addition, this article discusses how to perform these steps and recommends DIT topologies to guide the reader through the planning phase of a NIS to LDAP migration.

LDAP Terminology

Before explaining the differences between a file-system structure and an LDAP directory, you need to be familiar with some LDAP terminology. This section describes the following LDAP-related terms that are used throughout this article.
- **Entry** – A basic storage element that stores all LDAP items.
- **Container** – An element that stores entries or other containers.
- **DN (distinguished name)** – A name that uniquely identifies entries and is similar to a file-system path-name.
- **Suffix** – A DN that represents the root level of a directory or database back-end.
- **DSA (directory system agent)** – A term used in the X.500 specification which equates to a directory server.
- **DSE (directory server entry)** – A one-per-server entry that contains information relevant to the entire directory server, such as its schema.
- **Naming Context** – An entry in the DSE that specifies a large collection of entries.
- **Search Base** – A branch in the tree that is a starting point for a search operation.
- **Scope** – Specifies how many levels to search below the specified search base.

Entries are instances of objects defined in the directory’s schema. The schema is a set of rules that define object classes and the attributes they contain along with what type of data can be stored. Object classes act as templates for creating entries. Every item that is stored in an LDAP directory is an entry. In a general sense, entries are like files and directories that make up the basic elements of a file system. However, directory entries are much more complex in structure.

Containers are regular entries that create a branch point in the DIT. Any entry can be used as a container, although organization unit (ou) objects are commonly used. The container does not maintain a list of entries; rather, it only serves as a component of a DN that specifies part of a path in a search base.

DNs are unique identifiers within a directory that is composed of several components. These components consist of an attribute/value pair, container names, and a directory suffix. The attribute chosen can be any attribute as long as its value is unique within the subtree where it resides. Following the attribute, container names may appear with the suffix as the last component. The exception to this is the root entry DN which consists of an attribute of o= or dc=. The DN is used to identify entries during bind operations (authentication) and when entries are created, deleted, and modified. The first component of a DN is an attribute that is contained in the entry that the DN references.

Suffixes are listed in the DSE when it is created. An entry is associated with a suffix that is commonly referred to as the root entry for the DIT. The last component of a DN is always a directory suffix. There can be, and usually are, multiple suffixes in a directory. To illustrate what a suffix is, suppose you have the following two entries:

- dc=bpsrus, dc=com – in the database back-end
- ou-People, dc=bpsrus, dc=com – also in the database back-end
Then, dc=bpsrus, dc=com is the suffix, and ou=People, dc=bpsrus, dc=com is a subtree, which is also a container used to store other entries.

DSEs are single entries that are created when the directory server is installed. They contain server-wide configuration information including the versions of the LDAP protocol that are supported; a list of server controls; extended operations and SASL mechanisms supported by the directory server; the URL’s of alternative directory servers to contact if the primary directory server is unavailable; and the naming contexts or suffixes. The naming contexts or suffixes include the portion of the directory tree that is managed by this particular directory server.

Naming Contexts are defined as top level entries with no parent but with a database back-end. The following example illustrates what a naming context is.

Suppose you have the following entries in your directory:

a) dc=bpsrus, dc=com – back-end for bpsrus.
b) dc=bp, dc=bpsrus, dc=com – back-end for bp.bpsrus
c) ou=People, dc=bpsrus, dc=com – back-end for bpsrus
d) ou=People, dc=bp, dc=bpsrus, dc=com – back-end for bp.bpsrus

The following statements about these entries are true:

a) - Is a naming context, a suffix, and a subtree
b) - Is a suffix and a subtree, but not a naming context
c) - Is a subtree only
d) - Is a subtree only

The component dc=com is not an entry, and it is not a naming context because it does not have an associated database.

Search Bases refer to a portion of a DN or subtree. The last component of the search base is a suffix. Search bases are used as a starting point for LDAP searches and can be used in conjunction with a scope declaration to limit the number of levels searched.

Key Differences

This section identifies the three key differences between file-systems and LDAP directories that you should be aware of. These differences are:
■ File-systems have a root (/) which is the entry point into other directories. Conceptually the LDAP DIT has a root entry; however, only information about the directory server is stored there.

■ File-system directories do not store data, LDAP containers can.

■ File-system path-names are specified root to leaf node, LDAP DNs are specified leaf node to root.

The following sections explain these differences in greater detail.

The Directory Root

Each suffix within a directory identifies the top node of a DIT. However, unlike a file-system that has an absolute path-name which always starts at “/”, you need to know the name of the top node or suffix of the tree you want to search. The name of suffixes can be determined by examining the root DSE. To do this, use the following command.

```
blueprints# ldapsearch -s base -b "" objectclass=\*
```

dn:
objectclass: top
namingcontexts: dc=bpsrus,dc=com
namingcontexts: o=NetscapeRoot
subschemasubentry: cn=schema
supportedcontrol: 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.2
supportedcontrol: 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.3
supportedcontrol: 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.4
supportedcontrol: 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.5
supportedcontrol: 1.2.840.113556.1.4.473
supportedcontrol: 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.9
supportedcontrol: 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.12
supportedsaslmechanisms: EXTERNAL
supportedldapversion: 2
supportedldapversion: 3
dataversion: blueprints.blueprints.com:389 020010123205331
netscapemdsuffix: cn=ldap://:389,dc=server1,dc=bpsrus,dc=com
vlvsearch: cn=getspent,cn=config,cn=ldbm
vlvsearch: cn=getnetent,cn=config,cn=ldbm
vlvsearch: cn=gethostent,cn=config,cn=ldbm
vlvsearch: cn=getgrent,cn=config,cn=ldbm
```

The `ldapsearch` command in this example uses the `-s` argument to specify `base` as the scope of the search. This results in only the content of the root DSE being returned. As you can see from the output, a root DSE contains information about the LDAP controls that the server supports; the LDAP versions supported; and the
Virtual List View indexes that are available. LDAP clients connecting to the server use this information to determine how to access data, but it is not relevant to the article; only the lines in bold print are discussed.

As shown, there are two namingcontexts lines that identify directory suffixes. The dc=bpsrus,dc=com suffix was specified in response to a prompt when the installation script was run. The o=NetscapeRoot suffix was created automatically when Netscape DS was installed to store configuration data which the server requires when it starts. This suffix is maintained by the server and should never be used to store other directory data. The netscapemdsuffix line identifies the instance of the Netscape DS running on the system. In this case, Netscape DS is running on the default port 389 on the server of which the DNS address is server1.bpsrus.com. Notice that two different naming conventions, dc= and o=, are used to identify the suffix. The next section describes what these are.

To find the starting point of a DIT, you need to query the root DSE to see what suffixes are present unless you already know what the suffix is. The reason why you need to query the root DSE is primarily because the LDAP protocol is a silent protocol, and thus does not advertise itself. Many applications, including the Solaris OE LDAP client, do this for you.

The following table summarizes all the information available in the root DSE entry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Description of Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>namingContexts</td>
<td>The values of this attribute are the naming contexts supported by this server (for example, &quot;dc=bpsrus,dc=com&quot;).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>altServer</td>
<td>The values of this attribute are LDAP URLs that identify other servers that can be contacted if this server is unavailable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supportedExtension</td>
<td>The values of this attribute are the object identifiers (OIDs) of the LDAP v3 extended operations supported by this server. If this attribute is not in the root DSE, the server does not support any extended operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supportedControl</td>
<td>The values of this attribute are the object identifiers (OIDs) of the LDAP v3 controls supported by this server. If this attribute is not in the root DSE, the server does not support any LDAP v3 controls.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Suffix Naming Conventions

Two descriptors are commonly used as naming conventions to denote directory suffixes. These descriptors are domain component (dc) and organization (o) and either one can be used. The dc= notation is becoming more popular, while the o= notation dates back to X.500 which precedes LDAP. In some cases, the notation may have already been established by corporate IT architects, so you may not have a choice of which one to use.

If the dc= notation is chosen, a series of domain components is typically used which is aligned with your DNS address. For example, if you have a DNS domain called east.bpsrus.com, then the domain components are listed as dc=east,dc=bpsrus,dc=com. While this is usually tied to your DNS domain or subdomain, it is not required to be.

The attribute organization (o=) is a string that is specified in a single descriptor. The string can contain dots and can be expressed as: o=east.bpsrus.com. Either naming convention works fine. The only consideration is that the directory enabled applications you are running must be able to support it. You should choose one convention throughout your enterprise, then stick to it.

Examples of three naming contexts supported are:

1. X.500 naming
   o=sun, c=US

2. DNS alignment
   o=sun.com

3. The domain component
   dc=sun, dc=com
Creating Suffixes

A main directory suffix is automatically created during the installation with the name supplied when prompted for a directory suffix. For example:

```
Suffix[o=server1.bpsrus.com]
```

The default suffix that appears during the Netscape DS 4.x installation (o=server1.bpsrus.com) specifies an organization (o=) object set to the fully-qualified name of the server it is being installed on. You can change the default during the installation by specifying a different suffix. For example:

```
Suffix[o=server1.bpsrus.com] dc=bpsrus,dc=com
```

You can create a suffix after the directory is installed. The easiest way to do this is through the Directory Console; go to the Configuration->Database->Settings tab. FIGURE 1 illustrates the Netscape Directory Console screen.

![Netscape Directory Console Screen](image)

FIGURE 1 Netscape Directory Console Screen

To add a suffix, simply press the **Add** button and input the suffix name on the blank line that appears. The change takes effect when you press the **Save** button (not shown here).
As an alternative to using the Directory Console for creating suffixes you can import LDIF that looks similar to this:

```
dn: cn=config, cn=ldbm
changetype: modify
add: nsslapd-suffix
nsslapd-suffix: o=newsuffix
```

However, there is one major difference between a suffix that you create during installation and one that you add after. Creating a suffix after the installation only creates an entry in the DSE and does not create a root entry. You must create one before you can populate the tree. This is why no object appears in the Directory Console window even though a new suffix is added.

You can create a root entry by importing an LDAP Directory Interchange Format (LDIF) file. For example, suppose you add a suffix called o=nismaps to an existing server and want to create a root entry for it. The LDIF file to do this contains the following lines:

```
dn: o=nisms
objectclass: top
objectclass: organization
o: nismaps
```

This LDIF creates the root entry of a DIT that is addressed with a search base of o=nismaps. However, you do not necessarily need to create a new suffix if all you want to do is add a subtree under an existing DIT. The next section describes how to do this.

**Creating a Subtree**

You can create a subtree or branch point by placing a container under the suffix or under another container. For example, you can create a subtree under the suffix dc=bpsrus,dc=com with the following LDIF:

```
dn: o=nisms,dc=bpsrus,dc=com
objectclass: top
objectclass: organization
o: nismaps
```
In this example, the dc=bpsrus,dc=com suffix already exists and o=nismaps is added later by importing an LDIF file to create a branch. Besides creating a new suffix or branch point, additional information is required before NIS map data can be stored. The next section discusses options for creating a DIT for NIS map data storage.

Planning the NIS Map Tree

You have several options for creating a repository for storing NIS map data. You can place map data directly under the suffix that was created when the directory server was installed; you can create a new suffix; or you can create a subtree under an existing suffix. Which method you choose may depend on your company directory naming policy. Whichever method is deployed, the top entry needs to contain a nisDomainObject object that LDAP clients can query to determine which NIS domain the server supports. The procedure for adding this object appears later in the article.

NIS Data Storage Options

The three basic options for storing NIS data are:
- Use the directory main suffix.
- Create and use a subtree under the main suffix.
- Create and use a new directory suffix.

The following sections explain these options in greater detail.
Example of NIS Data Stored Under the Main Suffix

In this example, the ou= (organization unit) containers required to store NIS map data are created under the suffix that was created when the directory server was installed. The tree looks like this:

As shown in the above diagram, the NIS-specific containers (shown in bold type) are mixed in with the default ones created during the installation. While this topology does work, it becomes harder to determine which containers are for NIS and which ones are not. This topology also makes setting access rights less flexible, because setting them at the top affects everything underneath it.
Example of NIS Data Stored in a Subtree

In this topology, a branch point is created below the main suffix. All NIS map data is placed under this subtree as shown in the following diagram.

```
server1.bpsrus.com:389
  dn: dc=bpsrus,dc=com
    - ou=Directory Administrators
    - ou=Groups
    - ou=People
    dn: o=nismaps,dc=bpsrus,dc=com
      - ou=Group
      - ou=Hosts
      - ou=Services
      - ou=Profile
      . . .
```

The advantage of this method is that NIS map data is separated from the rest of the directory data so top level permission can be set. Also the subtree DN maintains the dc=bpsrus,dc=com part of the name for easy identification.

Example of NIS Data Stored Under a Separate Suffix

The third method is to create a separate DIT for storing NIS data. The following diagram shows what this would look like.

```
server1.bpsrus.com:389
  dn: dc=bpsrus,dc=com
  dn: o=nismaps
    - ou=Group
    - ou=Hosts
    - ou=Services
    - ou=Profile
    . . .
```

The advantage of this topology is that the NIS data is isolated from other data and you can set access rights for the entire DIT. The disadvantage is that you lose the trailing part of the name, which makes it difficult to identify the domain being serviced from an entry’s DN.

**Adding nisDomainObject**

The nisDomain attribute must be present in the top entry of the subtree where the NIS maps are stored. Both the LDAP client search base and the name of the NIS domain (serviced by the server) are set to this top entry. To set the nisDomain attribute, add the nisDomainObject object to the top node entry as described in the next section. The schema definition for this object class looks like this:

```plaintext
objectclass nisDomainObject
  oid 1.3.6.1.1.1.2.15
  superior top
  requires
    nisDomain
```

Since this is not a standard LDAP object class, you need to add the schema definition to your server before you can create an entry of this type. This should have been done when the server was set up to support native LDAP. To verify that the server has this object class added correctly to its schema, run the following command.

```
server1# ldapsearch -b cn=schema \ objectclass=\* | grep nisDomainObject
objectclasses: ( 1.3.6.1.1.1.2.15 NAME 'nisDomainObject' DESC 'User Defined Object'
```

If you do not see this line, the object class has not been added to the schema and you still need to add the schema definition before the nisDomainObject object can be created.

The LDIF you use to create the nisDomainObject object varies depending on whether you place the NIS maps at the top of the tree created during the installation, under a separate branch point of that tree, or under a new suffix. The next sections give example LDIF that can be imported to add the nisDomainObject object in each of these scenarios. Even though the attribute is called nisdomain, the client accessing the directory is not using NIS. The name is simply carried over from legacy NIS implementations.
Directly Below the Main Suffix

The first example LDIF assumes the containers are created directly under a suffix that was created when Netscape DS 4.x was installed.

```ldif
dn: dc=bpsrus, dc=com
changetype: modify
add: objectclass
objectclass: nisDomainObject
add: nisdomain
nisdomain: bpsrus.com
```

The LDIF shown here is imported to add the nisDomainObject object class to the top entry. The nisdomain attribute is also set here.

You can import the following LDIF to change the nisdomain attribute:

```ldif
dn: dc=bpsrus,dc=com
changetype: modify
replace: nisdomain
nisdomain: east.bpsrus.com
```

**Note** – You do not have to match the value for nisdomain to the DNS domain name, but it is a common practice to do so.

At the Top of a Subtree

The next example LDIF assumes you have a main suffix of dc=bpsrus,dc=com and you are creating a branch under it called o=nismaps.

```ldif
dn: o=nismaps,dc=bpsrus,dc=com
changetype: add
objectclass: top
objectclass: organization
objectclass: nisDomainObject
o: nismaps
nisdomain: bpsrus.com
```
The following LDIF is imported to change the nisdomain attribute in the entry previously created:

```
dn: o=nismaps,dc=bpsrus,dc=com
changetype: modify
replace: nisdomain
nisdomain: east.bpsrus.com
```

To a Separate Suffix

The last example LDIF assumes you are creating a new suffix for your directory server where NIS map data is stored:

```
dn: o=nismaps
changetype: add
objectclass: top
objectclass: organization
objectclass: nisDomainObject
o: nismaps
nisdomain: bpsrus.com
```

Before this LDIF is imported, you must create a new suffix as described earlier in this article. To change the nisdomain attribute in this topology, the following LDIF is imported:

```
dn: o=nismaps
changetype: modify
replace: nisdomain
nisdomain: east.bpsrus.com
```

How LDAP Clients Find the DIT

When the client is initialized, an IP address of one or more LDAP servers and a search base is specified. This information can be specified as a command line argument to the ldapclient command, or in a profile generated by the ldap_gen_profile command. The preferred method is to generate a profile with the ldap_gen_profile command. The search base that is set in the profile is determined by how the tree is set up.
The nisdomain value that the client looks for is the name listed in the /etc/defaultdomain file, or one supplied with the -d argument to the ldapclient command.

The steps that the ldapclient command perform are:

1. Search the LDAP server’s DSE to obtain the naming contexts supported in the specified directory server.
2. Search the found naming contexts for an entry containing a nisDomainObject object.
3. Check the found nisdomain attribute of the entry to verify if its value equals the value stored in the client’s /etc/defaultdomain file.
4. Search the ou=profile container directly below the entry for an entry that matches the profile name provided on the command line.
5. Use the information retrieved from the profile entry to create the /var/ldap/ldap_client_file and /var/ldap/ldap_client_cred files on the client.

A key point here is that the search for the profile entry will start directly below the entry containing the nisDomainObject with the matching nisdomain value. Another important point is that you only want to have one entry with the same nisdomain value in the directory server. The search will stop at the first match and fail if it cannot find the specified profile which is expected to be directly below the entry with nisDomainObject.

Specifying Alternate Search Paths

Client searches on the naming service database default to ou=people, ou=group, etc. based on the SolarisSearchBaseDN variable set in the LDAP client profile. However, different search bases can be specified for different databases. You can specify these by overriding the defaults in the profile.

To override a default, use the -B option of the ldap_gen_profile command. For example:

```bash
# ldap_gen_profile -P altpasswd -b o=nismaps,dc=bpsrus \ 
-B "passwd: (ou=people,dc=bpsrus,dc=com)" -D cn=proxyagent,\ 
ou=profile,dc=bpsrus,dc=com -w mysecret 128.100.100.1
```

In this example, the passwd database is accessed from an alternative path. If user account information is shared with applications other than Solaris OE clients, you should separate the People container from the rest of the naming service databases.
Conclusion

This article described the basic structure and components which make up the LDAP DIT and provided examples that demonstrate how you would represent NIS data in this topology. A previous article titled “Using dsimport to Convert NIS Maps to LDAP Directory Entries”, describes the mechanics for populating the DIT once you have defined the topology you want to implement. Together, these two articles provide a foundation for your NIS to LDAP migration planning.
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